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W
elcome to the inaugural season of the Fleapit

Cinema Club. We are fortunate to be launching at

a time of continuing resurgence for the cinema -

admissions are rising, audiences are supporting an

increasingly broad range of cinematographic styles and

Hollywood is finally having to admit that special effects

cannot make up for a poor script - and we hope that this

popularity will help create a thriving society. 

That we are called the Fleapit CINEMA, rather than Film,

Club is important for while we exist because of a shared and

obvious delight and interest in film, the fun of ‘going to the

cinema’ and meeting friends is a major part of what we are

about. Thus, we will have a bar, there will be ice creams and

every screening will commence with a Tom and Jerry

cartoon! 

This first season reflects the reassuringly diverse suggestions

and requests from those who joined the Club when it was no

more than a mad idea and thus made it all possible. Thus we

have an entertaining blend of classics and cherished

standards from England and Hollywood rubbing shoulders

with modern and foreign work. the latter chosen, it would

seem, not because they are modern or foreign but simply

because members enjoyed them. Indeed, is Monsieur Hulot’s

Holiday really any more foreign than, say, Vertigo?

Finally, when it comes to cinema screens, size really is

everything and Members will enjoy a screen that is at least

9’ high and up to 24’ across for films presented in

Cinemascope - which, incidentally, puts quite a few of those

in multiplexes to shame!

Membership is open to all and we look forward to

welcoming you - and to hearing your suggestions for future

presentations.

Westerham Hall
Quebec Avenue, Westerham, Kent.

Doors and bar open 7:30PM 
Main Feature starts 8:00PM unless otherwise indicated.

As a Film Club for private members, we are not bound by the

classification system of the British Board of Film Censors.

However we have included the original classifications,

where known, for member’s guidance only and the matter of

suitability is therefore left entirely to the discretion of

individual members.

Each member may bring up to two guests to each screening.

Non members cannot otherwise be admitted. Guest tickets

will be £2.50 each.

Our thanks to all those members who have made this club

possible, especially Mark de Angeli, David le Breton,

Marrianne Creedy, Amanda Jones, Mark Mountjoy, John

Saunders, Roger Stiles, Ashton Taylor Smith & Joy Taylor

Smith for their invaluable help in drawing together our

inaugural season. 

Our special thanks also to Minnie Churchill for the donation

of a projector; Amanda Jones and Nick Randall for taking on

the role of projectionists and also the Sevenoaks District

Council and the British Film Institute for all their help and

encouragement.

For further information please contact:

Mark de Angeli on 01732-863967

The Fleapit 
Cinema Club



The Rescuers Down Under 30/10/97
US, 1990 Dir. Henry Butoy & Mike Gabriel (U)     2:30PM

Arguably the last great Disney cartoon before the computer

and the marketing department finally took over. Rescuers

Down Under includes some breathtaking sequences that are

among the studio’s best. Video doesn’t do it justice. The

story is strong, the humour appealing and the characters

entertaining.

Kind Hearts and Coronets 24/10/97
UK, 1949 Dir. Robert Hamer (PG)

Alec Guinness, Joan Greenwood, Dennis Price, Arthur Lowe

With so many fine performances on Alec Guinness’ CV, it

seems a little presumptuous to single out this charmingly dry,

black comedy as the particular highlight. But, with the

probable exception of Peter Sellers, who else could have

played eight members of the hapless d’Ascoyne family (and

a number of cameos) with such engaging facility?

Monsieur Hulot’s Holiday 7/11/97
FR, 1953 Dir. Jacques Tati (PG)

Jacques Tati, valentine Camax, Nathalie Pascaud

Rowan Atkinson’s recent acknowledgement of Monsieur

Hulot as the major inspiration behind his own Mr Bean will

hopefully encourage a new generation to discover one of

cinema’s most loved and enduring comic creations. For those

of us already familiar with Jacques Tati’s alter ego, this is an

all to rare opportunity to enjoy again a great comedy. 

The Horseman On The Roof 20/3/98
FR, 1995 Dir: Jean-Paul Rappeneau (15)

Olivier Martinez, Juliette Binoche

Fresh from his success with Depardieu in Cyrano de

Bergerac, Rappeneau once again balances action and

romance in this sweeping tale of an Italian officer turned

revolutionary’s flight through an 1830’s Provence ravaged

by cholera. Richly filmed, it losses none of its depth or

sincerity for being genuinely exciting.

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang 26/12/97
UK, 1968 Dir. Ken Hughes (U) 4:00PM

Dick Van Dyke, Gert Fröbe, Sally Ann Howes, Lionel Jeffries

A Roald Dahl script based on an Ian Fleming short story is

an encouraging start for an ambitious children’s adventure.

The magical car apart, the real delight of this film is the

cameo performances of, among others, Lionel Jeffries,

Benny Hill, James Robertson-Justice, Max Wall and, of

course, Sir Robert Helpmann as the wonderfully evil Child

Catcher. That the music is catchy and generally above

standard is a bonus. All in all, an excellent family film ideal

for Boxing Day - one that has to be seen on the big screen.

Vertigo 30/1/98
USA, 1958 Dir, A. Hitchcock (PG)

James Stewart, Kim Novak

Hitchcock favourite, James Stewart, is once again

impeccably cast. This time, he plays a detective detailed to

protect a beautiful woman (Kim Novak) who, commits

suicide. Then he sees her double... Through a multitude of

plot twists, ‘Vertigo’ retains its ability to grip and fascinate

and remains an object lesson in audience manipulation.

The Draughtsman’s Contract 26/9/97
UK, 1982 Dir: Peter Greenaway (15)

Janet Suzman, Dave Hill, Anthony Higgins

This, the third of Greenaway’s films, remains his most

tightly and accessibly plotted. Suzman plays the wife of a

philandering Gentleman, Dave Hill, for whom she

commissions a series of 12 sketches of their estate to be

drawn, in secret, by a draughtsman (Anthony Higgins) in an

attempt to save her marriage. Seduction then follows murder

in this ‘elegant comedy of bad manners’. Michael Nyman’s

score is a perfect foil to the Restoration setting. The film was

shot on location at Groombridge Place.

Alexander Nevsky 21/11/97
RUS, 1938 Dir. Sergei Eisenstein (No current classification)

Nikolai Cherkasov, Nikolai Okhlopkov, Dimitri Orlov

This medieval epic of Prince, later Saint, Alexader Nevsky’s

battle against Teutonic Knights and the Tartars - emblematic

of the gathering Nazi hoards - can be seen as both precursor

and foil to Olivier’s Henry V. The historical and cinematic

turning point is the icy battle of Lake Peipus, spectacularly

filmed to specially-commissioned music by Prokofiev. Over-

acting extras and Eisenstein’s near bizarre choice of film

speed for the battle scene may let the side down, but the film

remains an entertaining and highly visual adventure - ignore

the sub-titles, sit back and enjoy. 

Some like it Hot 9/1/98
USA, 1959 Dir. Billy Wilder (PG)

Tony Curtis, Jack Lemon, Marilyn Monroe

There may well be only five stories in the world, but this film

somehow manages to combine successfully at least four of

them. The hectic but beautifully orchestrated alliance of jazz,

gangsters, Curtis and Lemon convincingly in drag, love

triangles and Monroe’s best performance produces a glorious

comedy.

Henry V 13/2/98
UK, 1989 Dir: K. Branagh (PG)

Branagh, Briers, Dench, Holm, Jacobi, McCowen, Scofield 

Comparisons with Olivier’s version are inevitable but do no

harm to Branagh’s reputation as both actor and director. That

the same play could be used by Olivier to portray war as a

glorious extension of Kingship and by Branagh to remind us

that battle is essentially muddy and horrible neatly

demonstrates that Shakespeare remains the arch

propagandist. Branagh trawled the best of British for his cast

and their ease with the text and each other makes this a more

intimate experience than his subsequent Hollywood-driven

Shakespearean outings.

Membership Form

Name

Address

Telephone

Please complete the above and send with your cheque,

made payable to THE FLEAPIT CINEMA CLUB, to

Mark Mountjoy, 9 The Green, Westerham, Kent,

TN16 1AS

Individual: £20 (£10 Student and Senior Citizens)

Family: £30 (£15 Senior Citizens)

Membership entitles entrance to all films at no extra

cost. Family membership covers two or more adults

and/or children living at the same address. 

Seats are allocated on a first come, first served basis.


